"Районная репетиционная работа по английскому языку в форме единого
государственного экзамена в 11 классах 2017-2018 уч. год"
Раздел 1. Аудирование.

1. I believe many people misunderstand fashion.
2. I must have enough clothes to choose from.
3. Clothes make you look your best.
4. Thinking about fashion is a waste of time.
5. I’m sure clothes should be practical.
6. You and people around you should feel good about what you wear.
7. Parents often criticize fashion choices of their children.
Говорящий

A

B

C

D

E

F

Утверждение
Вы услышите диалог. Определите, какие из приведённых
утверждений A-G соответствуют содержанию текста (1 — True),
какие не соответствуют (2 — False) и о чём в тексте не сказано,
то есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни
отрицательного ответа (3 — Not stated). Занесите номер
выбранного
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А

Michael isn’t enjoying his studies.

1. True
В

3. Not stated

Jane is free on Saturday evening.

1. True
С

2. False

2. False

3. Not stated

Michael’s favourite actor is Michael Douglas.

1. True

2. False

3. Not stated

Jane agrees to go to the cinema.

1. True

Вы услышите 6 высказываний. Установите соответствие между
высказываниями каждого говорящего A–F и утверждениями,
данными в списке 1–7. Используйте каждое утверждение,
обозначенное соответствующей цифрой, только один раз. В задании
есть одно лишнее утверждение. Вы услышите запись дважды.
Занесите свои ответы в таблицу.

1

D

E

2. False

3. Not stated

There’re several good restaurants in the new shopping
mall in Bath.

1. True
G

3. Not stated

Shops in Bath are less expensive than shops in Clifton.

1. True
F

2. False

2. False

3. Not stated

Michael and Jane will go to Bath by car.

1. True

2. False

Утверждение
Соответствие диалогу

3. Not stated
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Вы услышите интервью. В заданиях 3-9 запишите в поле ответа
цифру 1, 2 или 3, соответствующую выбранному Вами варианту
ответа. Вы услышите запись дважды.
3
Why does Mariela think that the first question is easy?
1) The answer depends on her mood.
2) The choice of films is limited.
3) She has her personal favourite.
Ответ:
4
Why does Mariela name ‘American Beauty’ the best film?
1) Because of acting.
2) Because it’s mainstream.
3) Because of its plain plot.
Ответ:
5
Why is ‘Gladiator’ not Mariela’s favourite film?
1) It’s too mysterious.
2) For her it’s a usual film.
3) It’s not exciting.
Ответ:

6
Mariela thinks that ‘The Sixth Sense’ was
1) made by the best director.
2) the most unanticipated success.
3) made to frighten people.
Ответ:
7
According to Mariela, what is good about ‘All about my Mother’?
1) It has a lovely beginning and sad ending.
2) There are more positive feelings in it.
3) It can touch feelings of anybody.
Ответ:
8
What does Mariela say about John Travolta in ‘Pulp fiction’?
1) His role was not typical for him.
2) He could play any part in it.
3) He’s the best as a bad guy.
Ответ:
9
What does Mariela think about ‘Chicago’?
1) It’s the best musical ever.
2) The choice of the actors determined its success.
3) This musical is not for the cinema.
Ответ:
По окончании выполнения заданий 1—9 не забудьте перенести свои ответы в
БЛАНК ОТВЕТОВ № 1! Запишите ответ справа от номера соответствующего
задания, начиная с первой клеточки. При переносе ответов в заданиях 1 и 2 цифры
записываются без пробелов, запятых и других дополнительных символов. Каждую
цифру пишите в отдельной клеточке в соответствии с приведёнными в бланке
образцами.
Раздел 2. Чтение.
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Установите соответствие между текстами A—G и заголовками 1—8. Занесите
свои ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В
задании один заголовок лишний.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Staying inside for fun
A book versus the Net
Reflect on your morning
Sharing lunch and work

5.
6.
7.
8.

Time for planning
Time for physical activity
Spend time outdoors
Do the things you enjoy

A. One of the best things to do during lunch break is to exercise. It still may sound a bit
strange, but experts say that combining fitness and lunch is one of the best ways to
incorporate exercise into a busy lifestyle. Who said that exercise is only for losing
weight? Start exercising during your lunch hour and you will feel better and full of
energy to accomplish your difficult tasks. Even if it’s just going for a walk or doing a
few sit-ups, your body will thank you!
B. During your lunch break you may do lots of things. You might think that reading a
book isn’t a healthy thing to do during your lunch break, but it’s much better than
surfing the Internet. Unlike the Net, it does not only keep our mind active, but it also
improves speaking, writing, and reading skills. If we had a hard day at work, reading a
book without looking at the screen will help keep our mind distracted from problems.
C. Many people don’t leave their workplaces during a lunch break, but it’s a huge
mistake. Your lunch break should be a sacred time. A time when you can step away
from your computer. No matter whether you like or hate your job, leave the building
and sit on a nearby bench. You can also take a short walk. You will feel much better
when you are back from a lunch break and you will have more energy and motivation
to accomplish your tasks.
D. Managing school and work is never an easy task. It might seem impossible to balance
all of these responsibilities, but it can be done nevertheless. If you have plenty of tasks,
you can spend 15-20 minutes of your lunch hour working on them and have more free
time in the evening. Just make sure you don’t spend the whole lunch hour doing your
lessons, because having a healthy snack and doing some exercises are still essential.
E. Having busy days we hope to manage time somehow and complete all the things we
need to do. A lunch hour is a great time to plan your weekly meals and food shopping
lists, because planning is good for your wallet and your health as well. You can also
plan your lunch meals to avoid eating unhealthy food. Your lunch hour is also a
wonderful time to plan your everyday jobs and social calendar and you can do it sitting
on a nearby bench.
F. Lunch break is such a period in your life which we can name ‘eternal’. Use your lunch
break for something you like most of all, such as going shopping, seeing your friends,
or visiting the park or some other lovely spots. Just make sure that you meet positive
people during your lunch hour and it will improve your mood and refresh you till the
rest of the day. You’ll go back to the office with absolutely different mindset and you’ll
work much better.
G. A lunch break is the perfect time to evaluate what you have done before noon. Try to
self-reflect on tasks you’ve accomplished and this will help you feel proud of yourself.
Notice what needs to be done, and concentrate on those things. If you haven’t
accomplished some tasks, don’t worry, you’ll have enough time to accomplish them
after your lunch break just keep a positive attitude since stress doesn’t solve anything.
A

B

C

D

E

F

G
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Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски А-F частями предложений,
обозначенными цифрами 1-7. Одна из частей в списке 1-7 лишняя. Занесите
цифры, обозначающие соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу.
Finding your sportsman spirit

REUNION

Doing sports, we can really test our physical fitness in contest, and it is one of the
only ways that nations clash peacefully. Sportsmen and sportswomen are today’s warriors
— the contests A__________________________ on the pitches and courts are the closest
things we have to gladiatorial fighting.
If sportsmen are like warriors, then the ‘sportsman spirit’ could be considered the
closest thing we have to a warrior’s code — to bushido or to chivalry. If you develop good
sportsmanship then this means that you take joy in the contest and at the same time
В__________________________, that you win graciously and that you don’t cheat.
If you have put time and effort into training then you are aware of the blood,
sweat and tears that the opposition has put in as well. They will have had the same
dedication to their game as you have and you will know precisely
C __________________________. In this way you are brothers (or sisters) and the only
difference between you is D________________________________different teams. For
this reason they deserve your respect.
There are many traditions in many sports to help us retain good relationships with
our opponents. This means things like shaking hands at the end of a tennis match, and this
is E__________________________and honourable rather than just being muddy
skirmishes.
You might have performed brilliantly on the pitch, but you are kidding yourself if
you believe F __________________________ of your own doing. If nothing else, the
weather and luck will have played a role in the outcome, and if you’re playing a team sport
then you are only one cog in a machine.
1. what keeps sports civil

5. that your victory was entirely

2. who can’t keep their temper

6. that are played out

3. that you chose

7. what they have been through

4. that you respect your opponent
A

B

C

D

E

Прочитайте текст и выполните задания 12-18. В каждом задании запишите в
поле ответа цифру 1, 2, 3 или 4, соответствующую выбранному Вами варианту
ответа.

F

The last time I saw my father was in Grand Central Station. I was going from my
grandmother's in the Adirondacks to a cottage on the Cape that my mother had rented, and
I wrote my father that I would be in New York between trains for an hour and a half, and
asked if we could have lunch together. His secretary wrote to say that he would meet me at
the information booth at noon, and at twelve o'clock sharp I saw him coming through the
crowd.
He was a stranger to me – my mother divorced him three years ago and I hadn't been with
him since – but as soon as I saw him I felt that he was my father, my flesh and blood, my
future and my doom. I knew that when I was grown I would be something like him; I
would have to plan my campaigns within his limitations. He was a big, good-looking man,
and I was terribly happy to see him again.
He struck me on the back and shook my hand. "Hi, Charlie," he said. "Hi, boy. I'd like to
take you up to my club, but it's in the Sixties, and if you have to catch an early train I
guess we'd better get something to eat around here." He put his arm around me, and I
smelled my father the way my mother sniffs a rose. It was a rich compound of whiskey,
after-shave lotion, shoe polish, woollens, and the rankness of a mature male. I hoped that
someone would see us together. I wished that we could be photographed. I wanted some
record of our having been together.
We went out of the station and up a side street to a restaurant. It was still early, and the
place was empty. The bartender was quarrelling with a delivery boy, and there was one
very old waiter in a red coat down by the kitchen door. We sat down, and my father hailed
the waiter in a loud voice. "Kellner!" he shouted. "Garcon! You!" His boisterousness in the
empty restaurant seemed out of place. "Could we have a little service here!" he shouted.
Then he clapped his hands. This caught the waiter's attention, and he shuffled over to our
table.
"Were you clapping your hands at me?" he asked.
"Calm down, calm down," my father said. "It isn't too much to ask of you – if it wouldn't
be too much above and beyond the call of duty, we would like a couple of Beefeater
Gibsons."
"I don't like to be clapped at," the waiter said.

"I should have brought my whistle," my father said. "I have a whistle that is audible only
to the ears of old waiters. Now, take out your little pad and your little pencil and see if you
can get this straight: two Beefeater Gibsons. Repeat after me: two Beefeater Gibsons."
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"I think you'd better go somewhere else," the waiter said quietly.
"That," said my father, "is one of the most brilliant suggestions I have ever heard. Come
on, Charlie."
I followed my father out of that restaurant into another. He was not so boisterous this time.
Our drinks came, and he cross-questioned me about the baseball season. He then struck the
edge of his empty glass with his knife and began shouting again. "Garcon! You! Could we
trouble you to bring us two more of the same."

15

"How old is the boy?" the waiter asked.

The narrator wanted to be photographed with his father because
1)

he was proud of his father’s good looks.

2)

he wished to remember their moments together.

3)

it was the happiest time of his life.

4)

he wanted to boast of his father to his friends.

The father did not invite his son to his club because
1)

the son was pressed for time to catch a train.

2)

it was a closed club with no children allowed.

3)

the man feared that his son would not behave properly.

4)

it was necessary to book in advance to enter the club.

"That," my father said, "is none of your business."
"I’m sorry, sir," the waiter said, "but I won’t serve the boy another drink."
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"Well, I have some news for you," my father said. "I have some very interesting news for
you. This doesn’t happen to be the only restaurant in New York. They’ve opened another
on the corner. Come on, Charlie."

The father’s behaviour in the first restaurant was inappropriate as he
1)

was too boisterous in an empty restaurant.

2)

tried to boast of his knowledge of foreign languages.

3)

could not afford to pay the bill.

4)

treated the waiter in a rude manner.

He paid the bill, and I followed him out of that restaurant into another …
17
12

13

The narrator was looking forward to meeting with his father because he

The waiter in the next restaurant refused to bring them more drinks as
1)

the restaurant was closing soon.
the son looked pale and faint.

1)

expected to get a valuable present from him.

2)

2)

missed the feeling of being with him.

3)

the boy was too young to drink alcohol.

3)

wanted to stay with him in New York.

4)

the waiter got angry with the son.

4)

hoped that his parents would get back together.

The narrator’s request to meet was accepted by his father
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The title of the story “Reunion” actually implies that the
1)

son found his lost father after decades of separation.

with great pleasure.

2)

son now would be living together with his father.

2)

unwillingly.

3)

“father – son” relations is what both sides feel the need for.

3)

in business-like manner.

4)

son made an attempt to re-establish relations with his father.

4)

with much hope and expectation.

1)

Раздел 3. Грамматика и лексика.
Прочитайте приведённые ниже тексты. Преобразуйте, если необходимо, слова,
напечатанные заглавными буквами в конце строк, обозначенных номерами 19—25,
так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали содержанию текстов. Заполните
пропуски полученными словами. Каждый пропуск соответствует отдельному
заданию из группы 19-25.

Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Образуйте от слов, напечатанных заглавными
буквами в конце строк, обозначенных номерами 26—31, однокоренные слова, так,
чтобы они грамматически и лексически соответствовали содержанию текста.
Заполните пропуски полученными словами. Каждый пропуск соответствует
отдельному заданию из группы 26-31.
26

The Emperor’s Seed
19
20

Once there lived an old emperor who had no children.
He____________ choose his successor for a long time.
Then he called all the young people in the kingdom together and
said, «I’ll give each one of you a seed today. I want you to go
home, plant it, water it and come back here one year from today
with what you have grown from this one seed.» A boy named
Ling also got a seed.He came home and told his mother that he
____________________ the best plant.

21

She helped_________ plant the seed. Every day he watered it
but nothing grew.

22

A year passed and Ling took his empty pot to the palace while
all the rest brought some beautiful plants. The emperor said,
«Lying is the ____________________ thing in the world. I gave
you all spoilt seeds.
Nothing grows from spoilt seeds.» So Ling became the new
emperor.
Roald Dahl

23

24

25

Roald Dahl, a famous British writer, was Norwegian by birth.
Dahl ____________________ after the Polar explorer Roald
Amundsen, a national hero in Norway at the time. During the
Second World War Dahl served in the Royal Air Force as a
fighter pilot.
Dahl became well-known in 1940s with works for
both__________ and adults.
One of his highly popular tales was ‘Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory’. Since 1945 his books ____________________ in
almost 50 languages.

NOT CAN
27

CHILD

PUBLISH

Several close friends are sometimes invited at once to make a
small party to celebrate a birthday, a child’s coming of age or
some special___________.

ACHIEVE

These parties are almost always ____________________, there
is no dress code and in summer, when the weather is fine,
people may hold a barbecue in the garden.

29

Formal occasions, official receptions for foreign visitors, when
written ____________________ are sent, rarely take place in
people’s homes, although they did in the past.

FORMAL

INVITE

30

The host often provides ____________________ kinds of
entertainment, or at least entertains guests with interesting
stories and merry jokes.

VARY

31

The ____________________ meal is often followed by party
games or dances which are intended to amuse or interest people
in a way that gives them pleasure and make them enjoy the
party.

TASTE

BAD

NAME

USUAL

28
GROW
HE

The most usual way to entertain friends at home is to invite
them for a meal, either in the evening or at lunch-time on a
Sunday. When guests are invited for a meal, they often sit and
chat while they have a drink before the meal, and coffee is
____________________ served afterwards.

Прочитайте текст с пропусками, обозначенными номерами 32-38. Эти номера
соответствуют заданиям 32—38, в которых представлены возможные варианты
ответов. Запишите в поле ответа номер выбранного Вами варианта ответа.
Father Feels Starved

Тексты недостаточного объёма, а также часть текста, превышающая требуемый
объём, не оцениваются. Запишите сначала номер задания (39, 40), а затем ответ на
него. Если одной стороны бланка недостаточно, Вы можете использовать другую
его сторону.
39

In the summers, when we went to the country, we usually hired a temporary cook
to go with us, so that Margaret could stay in town. We hated to leave her, but the idea was
that somebody must stay to 32______ care of the house.
But this didn’t work well. No matter how few the substitute’s faults were, Father had no
patience with them. One summer, I remember, there was a nice woman Delia who got on
well with Mother because she was so obliging and pleasant, but who didn’t
33_______Father at all. “I don’t give a damn how obliging she is,” he 34_________ to
say. ”If she won’t oblige me by cooking something fit to eat, she can go.”
This didn’t sound unreasonable, but to 35_________ the truth, Delia cooked well
enough for the rest of us. Mother tried to 36__________ no attention to Father’s
grumbling. At breakfast Father would put down his coffee cup in disgust and roar: “Does
she call this confounded mess coffee? Take it away!” And while Mother and Delia were
frantically making a fresh pot, he would eat all of his omelet and bacon, and then declare
that he was starved.
The longer Delia stayed with us, the more alarmed Father became. He ate heartily, but he
said he didn’t feel nourished. At last Mother had to 37_________ that it was impossible to
go on like this. “This is Delia’s last night. I do hope you will like Tobo, they say, he is a
very good cook.”
The next night, Father found out, that the first dish was too Oriental and the meat
underdone. So Mother sent for Margaret. She knew she could always depend
38_________ Margaret.

You have received a letter from your English-speaking pen-friend Bob who writes:

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Comment on the following statement.

1) help
1) agree
1) held
1) speak
1) pay
1) admit
1) in

2) make
2) suit
2) kept
2) talk
2) draw
2) adopt
2) on

3) give
3) fit
3) used
3) say
3) bring
3) decide
3) at

4) take
4) match
4) took
4) tell
4) turn
4) promise
4) of

Раздел 4. Письмо.
Для ответов на задания 39 и 40 используйте бланк ответов № 2. Черновые пометки
могут делаться прямо на листе с заданиями, или можно использовать отдельный
черновик. При выполнении заданий 39 и 40 особое внимание обратите на то, что
Ваши ответы будут оцениваться только по записям, сделанным в БЛАНКЕ
ОТВЕТОВ № 2. Никакие записи черновика не будут учитываться экспертом.
Обратите внимание также на необходимость соблюдения указанного объёма текста.

… I know many people in Russia have dachas. Why do people want to have a dacha?
What do they usually do there? How do people usually get there?
I’ve decided to join our school dancing class …
Write a letter to Bob.
In your letter
– answer his questions
– ask 3 questions about the school dancing class
Write 100—140 words.
Remember the rules of letter writing.
40

Clothes people are wearing can influence their behaviour.
What is your opinion? Do you agree with this statement?
Write 200—250 words.
Use the following plan:
— make an introduction (state the problem)
— express your personal opinion and give 2-3 reasons for your opinion
— express an opposing opinion and give 1-2 reasons for this opposing opinion
— explain why you don’t agree with the opposing opinion
— make a conclusion restating your position

